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Born and raised in Miami, Florida, Caprice was on the fast track to becoming a young CEO. Raised by her
former supermodel mother, Caprice was supposed to follow the path that her mother’s stilettos left. Until a
letter from her father, mafia don; Domani Bonatelli, changed the course of her life.
Four years later, living in New York City, Caprice abandoned the life she had once cherished and focused
solely on obtaining what her father has... power.
At 22 and fully engrossed in a life of crime, Caprice has a job to do.

Protect the Bonatelli name and family business at all costs...but what exactly will it cost her?
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From reader reviews:

Jamey Ainsworth:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it
is known to us that book is very important usually. The book Love and War was making you to know about
other know-how and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The
publication Love and War is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to get your
friend when you feel bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your publication. Try to make
relationship together with the book Love and War. You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you
read some books.

Norman Brown:

The feeling that you get from Love and War will be the more deep you searching the information that hide
within the words the more you get considering reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise
but Love and War giving you excitement feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in particular
way that can be understood by anyone who read that because the author of this reserve is well-known
enough. This particular book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to
understand then can go with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having
that Love and War instantly.

Judy Turner:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book so.
There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a reserve you will get new information simply because book is one of various
ways to share the information as well as their idea. Second, examining a book will make anyone more
imaginative. When you looking at a book especially fiction book the author will bring you to definitely
imagine the story how the people do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other folks.
When you read this Love and War, you can tells your family, friends along with soon about yours guide.
Your knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a reserve.

Donald Cauley:

Within this era which is the greater man or who has ability in doing something more are more valuable than
other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time very little but quite enough to have a look at some books. One of several books in the top
collection in your reading list is definitely Love and War. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Inclines can get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book
you can get many advantages.
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